Making shades cool with Tom Cooley
shading design, reinvented

Using decades of experience in the window covering industry, we set out to revolutionize the shade specification process. Enter clients’ needs in the shade builder tool to specify an entire project, while narrowing fabrics down to function and fashion. Predictable results are achieved with our large fabric swatches and hardware samples which help visualize the installed look.

shade builder tool

fabric settings
• heat control
• view-through
• UV control
• glare control

fabric results
Returns best matches based upon application. All results have an accompanying fabric swatch.

fabric selection kit

We’ve partnered with industry leaders Phifer and Mermet to bring you a vast array of fabric options. Our large 5” x 7” samples assist with selection and are easily candled in the window. Over 80 fabrics in stock ready for build and quick ship.

Larger fabric swatches available upon request, as well as the full Phifer and Mermet lines.

hardware demonstration kit

Precision measuring with included Bosch laser tool.

Cassette and open roll samples showcase build quality and allow you to visualize size representation in a window opening.

Choose your hardware color from a wide array of 18 powder coat options.
beautiful, small
Nano Box makes window shades disappear.

color matters
Available in 18 colors, hand picked by designers to blend into your environment.

rechargeable
Lithium battery, over 500 cycles per charge with magnetic connector (patent pending).
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urban, small
Works of art. Shading design to be seen and appreciated.
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motorized drapery tracks
available in wired & wire-free lithium rechargeable.

Soft start and stop to eliminate sway
Center draw, left or right stack capable

touch motion operation
Activate by pulling on fabric.

custom curves
Order your drape to fit any shape.

Pinch Pleat
Ripplefold®
Accordia®
lithium
low voltage
ac
control
veil
find your zen
Tame the elements to bring peace and harmony to your outdoor living space.

color matters
Available in 9 durable exterior colors hand-picked by designers.

side channels
Shy-Zip™ side channels are compatible with open roll and pocket installations.

cable
Control the wind with our stainless steel cable guide system.

manual
weather-rated ac
control
obstacle detection
insect screen
anemometer
Zen roll brings an urban look which can also be built into pockets for concealment.

color matters
Available in 9 durable exterior colors hand-picked by designers.

outdoor, urban

side channels
Shy-Zip™ side channels are compatible with open roll and pocket installations.

cable
Control the wind with our stainless steel cable guide system.
batten the hatches
Anemometer limits risk in high wind.

lower the anchor
Optional weighted base or permanent mount.

unfurl your sail
16’ x 14’ of automated shade with the touch of a button.

sail

manual
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peace of mind

obstacle detection

• Available on all Zen exterior shades that have Shy-Zip™ side channels.
• Detection works to prevent the number one source of damage and service calls on outdoor shades.
• Accurately detects obstacles, stopping after meeting an object traveling up or down.
• Protects carrier hardware and prevents fabric damage resulting from screen bunching in the channel guides.
• Distinguishes between an actual obstacle and wind, so it doesn’t stop unnecessarily. End result = peace of mind.

back release

To clear an obstacle detection trip, press a command and the motor brake releases allowing the screen to be safely moved away from the object that prevented travel.

sun sensor

The Somfy Sunis Outdoor WireFree™ RTS Sun Sensor can automatically control your RF wireless SI Shades based upon the sun’s intensity.

wind sensor

The Somfy Soliris Wind Sensor can automatically control your RF wireless SI Shade outdoor motorized products, providing safety during high wind events.

insect screen

Used in conjunction with our Shy-Zip™ side channels, we offer a range of insect screens to help protect your family from flying insects. Of all the fabrics, insect screens offer the most air movement.

uv fabrics

To reduce the effect of the sun’s rays, a wide range of fabrics with UV filtering are available. Reduce your summer time patio heat gain, and use them in the winter to control heat loss.
**independent operation**

**sensors, remotes, and keypads**
SI shades operate with or without automation systems. Choose from a wide variety of stand-alone controllers.

A simple press of a button on a remote or wireless wall switch sends out a signal to move any interior shade, exterior covering, and even retract or deploy our Sail system with ease. With coverage up to 65 feet, remote control is always in range.

**RF wireless control**
If you are deploying a third-party automation control system, rest assured your SI Shades are compatible. MyLink™ receives instructions from the automation system and issues one-way, RF commands to your shades. Mix and match with sensors, remotes, and keypads to create the ultimate control experience.

Compatible with the following motors:
- Lithium ion rechargeable
- Low-voltage
- AC & weather-rated AC

**Two-way hard-wire control**
Our low-voltage and AC shades eliminate batteries while offering precise control. By hard-wiring power and data to each shade, your automation system is in constant communication with your window coverings. Enhanced features include reporting shade position or even open/close to a specific position. Depending upon the automation system, you can choose to fully automate your shades based upon your lifestyle and never touch a button again! We recommend discussing the full range of options with your automation and shade installer to choose the perfect solution which fit your needs.

Compatible with the following motors:
- Low-voltage
- AC

---

**control - your way**
If you want to control your shades by voice, or with your smart device, add our Wi-Fi enabled MyLink™ interface*. Open or close shades while home or away. Create favorite settings or scheduled scenes, all from the palm of your hand, no technician required!

*Presently compatible with Amazon Echo, Android, and Apple devices running Somfy MyLink™ App.
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